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#The Wisdom of God: Wisdom is the beginning of Work

Proverbs 8:22 -30 22 “The Lord brought me forth as the first of his works, before his deeds of
old; 23 I was formed long ages ago, at the very beginning, when the world came to be. 24 When
there were no watery depths, I was given birth, when there were no springs overflowing with
water; 25 before the mountains were settled in place, 26 before the hills, I was given birth, 27 I
was there when he set the heavens in place, when he marked out the horizon on the face of the
deep, 28 when he established the clouds above and fixed securely the fountains of the deep, 29
when he gave the sea its boundary so the waters would not overstep his command, and when
he marked out the foundations of the earth. 30 Then I was constantly at his side. I was filled with
delight day after day, rejoicing always in his presence, rejoicing in his whole world and delighting
in mankind.

Don’t start your work until wisdom is on the scene.

* Wisdom is a living principle that emanates from the mind of God that sparks creativity,
ingenuity and productivity in the world.

* Wisdom is as much a principle of how things work on this planet as is gravity.

* You can see the effects of wisdom.

* Wisdom was made by God to serve mankind’s advancement.

* God does not need wisdom; He created it to show us how to apply knowledge.

* **Under no circumstances should you be barren, broke or non productive.  It’s not God’s will.
PERIODT!**



* God commanded me to produce. Being unproductive does not glorify God!

* **Don’t start one thing without asking God for wisdom.**

* Wisdom is the mind of God to perform complex work.

**James 1:5 If any of you lacks wisdom, you should ask God, who gives generously to all
without finding fault, and it will be given to you.**

* An examination of your result tells you whether you have wisdom or not.

* The wisdom of God will keep you in season and out of season. The wisdom of God will
establish you.

* Glory is the satisfaction of intent. That’s why God is trying to give you wisdom.

* Asking for wisdom is a form of worship.

* If you don’t ask for wisdom, you are the God of your own mind, operating in your own
understanding.

* God gifts the seeker with wisdom

* Because wisdom was created for productivity, God does not qualify the seekers of wisdom.



**Proverbs 4:7 Wisdom is the principal thing therefore get wisdom: and with all thy getting get
understanding**

1. Know the role wisdom plays in your productivity.

2. Value wisdom above money.

3. Ask for wisdom

4. God will expedite the answer to your prayer when you ask for others


